
SIMPLE SHOE BAG/BACKPACK 

Requirements, fabric, 3m piping cord/ribbon, 

thread, pins, sewing machine 

Instructions for make bag (maximum size). 

1. Cut one piece of fabric 84 x 31cm or 2 pieces 

43 x 31cm. If using 2 pieces sew two narrow 

edges together, right sides of fabric together, 

pink or zigzag seam allowance. 

 

2. Fold and press ~1cm of fabric along both of 

the short edges, wrong sides facing. Sew fold 

close (ish) to raw edges. 

 

3. Cut cord/ribbon in half.  

 

4. Fold fabric in half, right sides facing, along 

seam if two pieces used and so two folded and 

seamed edges are together. 

 

5. Fold cord or ribbon in half, place cord inside 

the two layers so that two ends are close to the 

fold/seam away from two folded and seamed 

edges. 

 

6. Sew sides seams, go over cord/ribbon several 

times to secure. Finish side seam 4cm short of 

the folded edge. Pink seam allowances, or 

zigzag 2 seam allowances separately. Press top 

10cm of side seams open, 6cm of sewn seam 

and extend this fold to end. 

 

7. Sew down the seam allowances and folds 

close (ish) to the raw edges, down oneside, 

across at ~5cm and up the other side. Repeat at 

the other opening in the casing. 

 

8.  Turn bag right sides out and lay the bag 

down flat.  Take one folded cord and place the 

fold of the cord close to the diagonal opposite 

corner of the bag. Place one strand of cord along 

the top of the bag closest to your working 

surface, folding in the top edge by ~4cm as you 

go and pin the edge to form a casing all the way 

to the end. Turn the bag over and repeat so the 

rest of the cord the other side of the fold is 

encased on the opposite side. 

 

 

 

 
2. Fold and press short edges…….. 

 
6. Sew side seams catching cord stop 4cm from 

top 

 
7. Sew seam allowance  

 
8. Place cord and make casing 

 

 



9. Take the other folded cord and repeat 8. for 

this cord. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Sew the two casings down. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11.  On the outside of the bag, at the gap in the 

casing gently pull the double length of cord so it 

sits along the length of the side seam. Keeping 

the folded cord clear, stitch down the two cords 

securely at the bottom of the casing. 

 

 

 

 

 

12. Pull the two folded cords away from the bag. 

Bag is complete 

 

 

 
9. Both cords inserted 

 
10. Casings sewn 

 
11. Strap cords sewn at bottom of casing 

 
12. Bag complete 


